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ABSTRACT 
We compare the dynamics of the two-dimensional extensions W and Y of the Gauss and Farey 
shifts, respectively. We discuss some consequences of the fact that Y is conjugate to the Szekeres 
diophantine approximation mapping recently studied by Lagarias and Pollington. Using the ergo- 
die properties of W, we determine the limiting distributions of certain Z-indexed sequences of 
random variables of the form X, = (f o W”)(x,y) where f is a measurable real function on the 
domain of W. We apply this to give the solutions to several metrical problems in the lattice plane. 
Finally, we consider the spectra of values X(.X, y) = inf{ X,, : n E Z} and X’(x, y) = lim inf,,, z X,, 
and comment on some interrelations with familiar problems in the Geometry of Numbers. 
0. INTRODUCTION 
The investigations in this paper have been motivated primarily by an intriguing 
question which we formulate in the language of the Geometry of Numbers. Is it 
true that almost all d-dimensional lattices L (in the sense of any reasonable 
measure on the space of d-lattices) have one (at least) of the following proper- 
ties: 
(I) The set of lattices DL, where D runs through the (regular) diagonal 
transformations, is dense in the space of all d-lattices (in the sense of the usual 
topology on this space); 
(II) Some sequence D,L,, converges to a d-lattice having an orthogonal basis, 
where D, is regular diagonal and the L, are appropriate sublattices of L whose 
index does not exceed a constant c(d) depending only on the dimension d. 
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Note that (I) implies (II), with c(d) = 1. We remark that an affirmative answer 
to the question involving the latter property (Question (II), for short), with a 
moderate upper bound for c(d), would deepen the understanding of Mordell’s 
inverse problem to the linear form theorem (see e.g. [7], p. 254ff,, p. 263ff. In the 
Appendix we give a brief exposition of this and some related problems). 
None of the above questions seems to be tractable at present in dimensions 
d > 3, whereas we are able to give a complete and satisfactory affirmative 
answer in the planar case (see Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). In fact, we derive 
this from a much stronger metric result (Theorem 2 and Corollary 2). 
In higher dimensions, however, our ignorance is dramatic. For d > 3, it is 
not even known whether the class of lattices having property (II) is dense, and 
we cannot specify a single lattice having property (I). In view of this, we pro- 
pose to look at the problem from a topological viewpoint and state the follow- 
ing 
Conjecture. The class of d-dimensional lattices having property (II) is residual 
with respect to the usual topology on the space of lattices. 
In Section 1 we collect the material to settle questions (I) and (II) in the planar 
case (Theorem 1 and Corollary 1). The natural tool for attacking the problem is 
the Szekeres (‘parallelogram’) algorithm (see e.g. [5], p. 96f.) which was applied 
by Szekeres [17] to give an arithmetical solution of Mordell’s inverse problem in 
dimension two (cf. the Appendix). This algorithm will be described fairly de- 
tailed in the subsequent Section 1; for the convenience of the reader we give an 
outline of the procedure here. The Szekeres algorithm assigns to each planar 
lattice L having no points in common with the coordinate axes (apart from the 
origin u) the complete set of (L) ‘extremal’ o-symmetric rectangles with edges 
parallel to the coordinate axes (a rectangle is called extremal if it is L-ad- 
missible but cannot be enlarged without loosing this property, as its edges 
contain lattice points fa, fb, say, in their relative interiors). Here u, b nec- 
essarily form a diagonally dominant basis of L. Conversely, any such basis 
defines an L-extremal rectangle. In other words, the Szekeres algorithm can be 
viewed as a reduction procedure assigning to a given lattice from the space C of 
lattices considered a doubly infinite chain of diagonally dominant bases. By 
appropriate renormalization of these bases, transforming each of them into 
a diagonally equivalent (‘properly reduced’) basis of the form A, = 
with (x,,Y~) E (0, l>*, 
( > 
kn--y , 
n E Z, one is led to a dynamical process on the irra- 
tional points in the unit square which can be identified with the action of 
the natural extension W = W(x, y) = (TX, l/( [l/xl + y)) of the Gauss shift 
TX = (l/x) - [l/ 
A(x,.JJ) = (;I” 
b 
x on the unit interval (1.1 means the integer part). Writing ] 
, we have the identity A,, = A(x,,y,,) = A(W”(x,y)), n E Z, 
which reflects t e bijection between W-orbits in (0,l)’ and Z-indexed chains 
(A,) of properly reduced normalized bases. On the other hand, the invariance 
of the above reduction under diagonal transformations sets up a bijection be- 
tween such chains and classes of diagonally equivalent lattices. Via these cor- 
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respondences the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure p on (0, l)* induces a 
natural probability measure on the space l which is absolutely continuous with 
respect to the usual measure on C (see e.g. [7], p. 205). It is known that W pre- 
serves the measure dh* = (log 2))’ (1 + ~y))~dxdy and that ( W, p*) is an ergo- 
die system ([13], see also [2], [ll]). In particular, this implies that p-almost all 
W-orbits are dense in the unit square. It would be possible to obtain Theorem 1 
as an immediate consequence of this, but we prefer a different approach. 
We formulate alternative versions of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1 which we 
can derive from more general metric results (Theorem 2 and Corollary 2). To 
this end, we introduce the angles cy,, = a,(x,y) = o(.x,,,yn) between the column 
vectors u,, w, of the normalized bases A,, = A(xn, yn) = A( W”(x3y)) = (u,,, w,) 
and consider the deviations a,(x,y) = o,, - 4 from orthogonality as random 
variables on the unit square. It is readily verified that a, can be written as 
a, = f’ o W” wheref(<, n) = arctan((< - n)/( 1 + @I)). This brings the problem 
within the scope of the investigations of Barbolosi and Faivre [1] concerning 
the distribution of random variables connected with W. By appeal to the fact 
that W is strongly mixing, we can determine explicitly the limiting distribution 
(/t-almost everywhere) of a,. In fact, we derive this from the limiting distribu- 
tion of the two-dimensional sequence (on, /T,i%l) where [& are the angles between 
the column vectors u,, of A,, and the -v-axis. This yields the desired quantitative 
refinements of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. 
The starting point of Section 2 is the observation that the dynamical process 
obtained by iterating W and its inverse can be embedded in the dynamical 
process driven by an invertible map Y on the strip (0,l) x (0, oo) which will be 
recognized as the two-dimensional extension of the Farey shift. Each Y-orbit 
meets the domain (0, 1)2 of W infinitely often and coincides with a W-orbit in- 
side this domain. The relation between the symbolic dynamics of Y and W is 
shown in the upper part of diagram (12) below. We mention that an isomorphic 
version of Y has been given by Ito [IO] and studied further by Brown and Yin 
[3]. It turns out that the Szekeres reduction on a lattice can be extended so as to 
produce ‘improperly reduced’ normalized bases which are in a one-to-one cor- 
respondence with the points of the Y-orbit outside (0. l)2. We shall prove 
(Theorem 3; see also diagram (12)) that the mapping Y is identical, up to con- 
jugation, with the continuous diophantine approximation mapping Z also in- 
troduced by Szekeres and recently studied by Lagarias and Pollington [12]. 
Having this conjugacy, we reprove easily their result that the well-known Mar- 
kov and Lagrange spectra coincide with the analogous Szekeres approximation 
spectra (Corollary 3). We remark that, in retrospect, the information about the 
interrelations between the mappings W, Y and Z encoded in diagram (12) is 
implicitly provided in the paper [12] mentioned (see the proof of Theorem 5.1 
on p. 161, and Appendix B, p. 169), but on the basis of a different logical con- 
cept. Our Section 2 aims at demonstrating why the Szekeres spectra actually do 
not have a theory of their own. 
In Section 3 we exhibit an interesting new feature of the Szekeres map: the 
conjugating map 8 giving explicitly the bijection between Y-orbits (x,,,. y,,,) and 
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Z-orbits (G,+) = ZVi(<,w) = 0 o Y”l(x,y) = O(x,,,y,) (m E Z) reveals a 
close connection with Mordell’s inverse problem. In an equivalent formulation, 
this problem is concerned with the sequence of values K,,~ = ECU! = det A;’ 
where A, runs through the chain of normalized bases associated with a given 
lattice L (if A, is properly reduced then r;,,, is the density of the packing 
4 R,, + L where R,, is the rectangle defined by A,,,). We prove the identity 
(C,P iJ,,,) = (1 - &, l/xm) and determine, with the method of Section 2, the 
limiting distribution of the sequence of two-dimensional random variables 
(&, w,) = 0 o ~V’(_X,~~) (m E Z) on (0, l)* (Theorem 4). The Mordell spec- 
trum, that is, the range of the function K(_K,~) = ~up~,~zn,(x,y) has at- 
tracted considerable interest. Szekeres [17] was the first to prove that 
minr;(.u,y) = (1 + l/&)/2. The structure of the lower Mordell spectrum was 
found to be similar to that of the Markov and Lagrange spectra (see [14], [16], 
[6], [4]). On the other hand, Sztisz [18] and Gruber [6] proved in different ways 
that K(X, y) = 1 holds almost everywhere. We apply Theorem 4 to obtain a me- 
tric refinement of this result (Corollary 4). 
1. THE SOLUTIONS TO QUESTIONS (I) AND (II) IN THE LATTICE PLANE 
In this section we develop the framework and the metric concepts for the proof 
of 
Theorem 1. For almost allplanar lattices (in the sense ofthe usual measure on the 
space of lattices) the set of diagonally equivalent lattices is dense in this space. 
Corollary 1. Almost allplanar lattices haveproperty (II), w’ith c(2) = 1 
1.1. Preliminaries. Let J be the set of irrational numbers in the unit interval 
(0,l). The (non-terminating) simple continued fraction expansion of a number 
x E J will be denoted by x = [al, a?, . . , (o,, . . .] (We drop the leading 0 as we are 
mainly concerned with numbers in (0, I)). The Gauss shift TX = (l/x) - [l/~l 
(where 1.1 means the integer part) has the effect of skipping the leading entry 
al(x) = [l/xJ in the expansion of 1. The natural extension of T (first con- 
sidered by Nakada [ 131) is the bijection from J2 onto itself, given by 
(la) (l$: II) = W(x,y) = (Ts, S(s;_Y)) 
where S(x,p) = l/(Ll/.yl +y). Ifs= [alra2,a3 ,... ] andy= [ao!a_l,... 1, then 
obviously TX = [a~, aj.. .], S(x,y) = [ aI, (10~ a-1.. .]. So S serves as a memory 
preventing the leading entry of x from being lost, and W simply has the effect of 
transferring this entry to the second variable. Clearly W-’ has the reverse ef- 
fect. One has 
(lb) (s,~‘) = W-‘(&7/) = (S(,ll. <), T//). 
Note that W and W-’ are symmetric, being conjugate to each other by inter- 
changing variables, that is, W-’ = Co W o C where C(s, y) = (y, x). The ac- 
tion of W is intimately related to the Szekeres parallelogram algorithm which 
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recovers, for a given planar lattice L, the complete system of (L)extremal 
o-symmetric rectangles with edges parallel to the coordinate axes. Here a rec- 
tangle is called extremal if it is L-admissible and each of its edges contains a 
lattice point in its relative interior. In the sequel we give a self-contained de- 
scription of the procedure (For additional information one may consult [5] or 
Szekeres’ original paper [17]). By C we denote the class of lattices having no 
point in common with the coordinate axes (apart from the origin). Let L E L be 
given. It is clear that Lextremal rectangles do exist in abundance. Choose one 
of them, being delimited by two pairs of lattice points ia, 33, say. No two of 
these points may be contained in the same quadrant (otherwise, the difference 
vector would be contained in the interior of the rectangle chosen). Since O, (I, b 
form a lattice triangle, (a, 6) = BO must be a basis of L. By interchanging col- 
umns, if necessary, we can achieve that BO is diagonally dominant. Conversely, 
any such basis defines an extremal rectangle. After suitable diagonal transfor- 
mation of L (including eventual reflections on the axes), we may assume that &I 
is of the form (b0,6,) = (,!-p) where (_~~,yo) E J’. Let Ro be the rectangle 
defined by Bo. We construct a new extremal rectangle RI which we call the left 
neighbor of Ro by contracting Ro symmetrically in the direction of the .u-axis 
until 6, has become a vertex, and then dilating in the direction of the y-axis 
until a lattice point 62 comes to lie on the upper edge. Necessarily bz is con- 
tained in the first quadrant (like bo and all lattice points b2k to be defined be- 
low). It is easy to see that the matrix (bl, 62) = BI corresponding to RI is a basis 
obtained from BO by a unimodular transformation I/i with determinant - 1 as 
follows: 
where al = Ll/.xo] 
We may bring Bi into normalized form A 1 by diagonal transformation 
BI = 
-x0 x0( l/.X() - a,) 
1 Yo +a1 
)=(-:” 7;;) 
= Diag( -.ro: 1 /,Y& ) (‘, -;I) = &AI 
where (.ui,yi) = W(XO,~O). This reveals the significance of the map W in the 
present context. By forward iteration of the transformation rules 
(2a. b) BI = AoUI. Al = D,‘AoUI 
we obtain a non-terminating sequence of bases BO = Ao, B,, . . , B,, = 
(b,,, bn+ 1):. . defining consecutive left neighbor rectangles R,,, and an asso- 
ciated sequence of renormalized properly reduced bases Ao, . 1 A,,, . If 
.YO = [a] .uz, .],yo = [ao.u_l.. . .], then 
Pa) B,, = B,i_rU,, = . . . = BoU,Uz... U,, = D,Dz..,D,,A,. 
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PI A,=D,‘A,_,U,, @ZEN) 
(3c) where U, = D, = Diag( -x, _ I, l/y,), A,, = 
It should be noted that the assumption about L implies that the sequence 
(4) n E z of partial denominators arising here is non-terminating on both sides. 
An analogous geometrical process with accompanying arithmetical rules can 
be started from BO in the opposite direction, with the Gles of the axes 
interchanged. We again obtain a non-terminating sequence of bases BP,, = 
(bPn, 6_,, + I) corresponding to consecutive right neighbor rectangles R_,,, and 
an associated sequence of normalized properly reduced bases A_,,. The re- 
cursive relations determining these sequences are inverse to those given in (3); 
indeed, formal backward iteration of the rules (2) leads to 
Pa’) 
BP,_, = B_,(U.-,J’ =. = Bo(uo)-‘(CL,) 
= (Do)-‘(D._l)m~’ (D_n)p’A_,,_l, 
(3b’) A_,_, = D_,,A_,( K,)-’ (n = 0,1,2,. .) 
D-, = Diag(-x-, 
) 
’ ” (U-J’ 
-I: l/y-n). 
.I, [a-,! a-, - I , . .I). 
It is clear from relations (3) and (3’) that the Szekeres algorithm is fully reflected 
by the symbolic action of W and its inverse on the doubly infinite sequence 
(4l) ,ltz associated with a given lattice L (and, in fact, with the whole equiva- 
lence class DL, where 29 denotes the diagonal group). It is also clear that there is 
actually no preference as to the choice of a starting basis, no pair of ‘words’ 
( 41,47+I.~~. ) > (a,,- 1, (I,, 2, .) being distinguished among the others. 
1.2. A reformuIation of Theorem 1 and Corollary 1. We have seen that the 
Szekeres algorithm sets up a one-to-one correspondence between equivalence 
classes VL and Z-indexed sequences (a,) of positive integers which in turn can 
be identified with W-orbits in J2. Thus the two-dimensional Lebesgue measure 
1~ on J’ induces in an obvious way a natural probability measure on the space C 
of lattices which is absolutely continuous with respect to the usual measure 0 
on C. We remark that c is a finite measure defined originally on the subspace of 
lattices with determinant 1 (see e.g. [7], p. 205), but we can extend it at once to 
the whole space by identifying the lattices of each ‘ray’ pL, p E R+. It is known 
that W preserves the measure 
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dp* = (log2)-‘(1 + xy)-*dxdy 
and that ( W, p*) is an ergodic system (see [13]). Let A = i, -;” , (x, y) E J2, be a 
properly reduced normalized basis of a lattice L E C an d ) consider the chain of 
bases A,, = b”-,y 
( > 
= (un, wn) associated with the W-orbit meeting (x,y). The 
vectors u,, w, are at angles LY,, E (: ,$). We find it convenient to introduce the 
quantities a, = (Y, - I which measure the deviation of the vectors v,, w, from 
orthogonality. Further we denote by ,& the angles between u,, and the positive 
x-axis. We consider the pairs (Us, p,,) = (a,(~, y), ,&(x, y)) in the range B: 
0 < p + 0 < 2, 0 < p < $ as random variables on J2. Clearly, Theorem 1 and 
Corollary 1 are immediate consequences of the following assertions: 
Proposition (I). The sequence (~~(x,y), P,,(x,y)) is dense in B p - almost every- 
where on J2. 
Proposition (II). Given any o E [- i, f], one has l&$f ]g,,(x, Y) - g/ = 0 
k~ - a.e. on J2. 
(Corollary 1 has o = 0). Our purpose here is to establish much stronger metric 
results. We prove that the limiting distributions of the sequences (a,, pn) and u, 
exist and are independent of (x, y) /l-a.e. on J2. We introduce the distribution 
functions 
Fn(Jc, y; s, b) = 
k(s, b) 
&zL{l : (mck(-~,Y),Pk(x~Y)) E l-&4 x P,bl~, 
= P{(x,Y) E J2 : (G(x,YM%~x,Y)) E I-$,sl x lAbI 
(s,b 5 f, n E N). 
$(x3 y; s) =&C:=_n{l : 4x,y) E [-fJ]h 
G(s) = P{(x,Y) E J2 : G&Y) E [-;,s]> 
(XI:, n EN). 
Theorem 2. 
One has lim F,(x,y;s, b) = F(s, 6) p-a.e. on J2, 
n+m 
JirnirFn(s, b) = F(s, b) 
and JimmGn(x,y;s) = G(s) p-a.e. on J2, /immG,,(s) = G(s) 
where 
log ( - (b - IsI) tan Is] + logsecb - logsecs) ifO>s> -b, 
-((:-s)tans-log(ficoss)+log(l+tanb)) ifs>Oands+b>:, 
ifs>Oands+b<;. 
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(4b) G(s) = F(s,$) = 
f-&(;- /i,)tan,s, +logsecs) 
‘-+- -- 1 n- 
(( > 2 log2 4 
s tans +logsecs 
> 
= 1 - G(-s) 
Corollary 2. One has ,llmm & Ci=_,,{l : Irk(x,y)I 5 s} = g(s) p-ax. on J2 
and ,!imKp{(x,y) E J2 : l~(x,v)l 5 ~1 = g(s) 
where g(s) = & s + O(s’),as s 4 0, 
Proof of Theorem 2. We will use, in a form adapted for our purposes, the fol- 
lowing auxiliary result from [ 11. 
Let X,“‘, . . . ,X!’ be random variables on J2 of the form X,!“(x,y) = 
J;; o W(X,Y) (i = 1,. . . ,p;n E Z) wherefi : J2 + R are measurable maps such 
that p(f;-t(z)) = 0 for all z E R. Then one has 
= F(zl,. . . ,+) iL--a.e. on J2 
(5b) 
and lim p{(x,y) E 5’ X(‘)(x y) I zI,. ,X’)(X,Y) 5 zp) .!I ) n n+(x. 
= F(z,, . . ) zp) 
(5c) where F(zl , . . . , zp) = p*(f$= ,f,-’ (-oa, zi]). 
We apply (5), with p = 2, to the sequence of random variables (Xi”, A$“‘) = 
(g,,, PA = (f 0 J+‘“(x,Y), g 0 W”(X,Y)) wheref(6 77) = arctan(E - rl)l(l + <rl), 
g([, n) = arctan 7. Putting c = tans, d = tan b, we have F = F(s, b) = p*{ (x, y) 
E J2:z 5 c, y 5 d}. For the three cases to be considered in (4a), we obtain 
successively 
Some calculation then shows that F(s, b) is given by (4a). Taking b = 2 finally 
leads to (4b). Theorem 2 is proved. q 
Corollary 2 follows on analyzing the behaviour of G(s) - G(-s) = 2 G(s) - 1 
for s > 0 near 0. 
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2. AN EXTENSION OF W BEING CONJUGATE TO THE SZEKERES MAPPING 
We provide some additional facts concerning the action of W. Given any lat- 
tice L E Ic, let B,, = (b,,b,+ I)% A, = (a-.:) be the associated sequences of 
properly reduced bases described in Section 1. From relations (3) and (3’) we 
infer the explicit representations 
by = (-l))Ix-&..x_, 
(6) ’ 
,hf”..JJO > 
, HEN; bo= cl; 6, =(-p); 
b = (-l)nxo~..xnd 
n 
,n>2, 
Yl . . ..Yn-I > - 
It is clear from the geometrical description of the Szekeres algorithm that the 
even-indexed lattice points bzk (k E Z) are precisely the consecutive vertices of 
the Klein polygon of the underlying lattice in the first quadrant (by a Klein 
polygon we mean the boundary of the convex hull of the set of lattice points 
lying in the open quadrant). Analogously, the lattice points bzk+ 1 are con- 
secutive vertices of the Klein polygon in the second quadrant. Each segment 
between consecutive vertices b,, b ,,+I contains a finite sequence of equidistant 
‘intermediate’ lattice points 
(7a) @) = 6,; b(l) b(““+I-1); @“-I) = bnf2 (n E Z) n I”‘1 n n 
listed in increasing order of the second coordinates. The following recursion is 
easily verified 
(7b) ” b(j) = b, +j bn+l (j=0,...,47+1) 
The intermediate points constitute new intermediate lattice bases 
B(j)=(bF),b,+1) (j=O n 3”‘) a,,+~-1) 
(Note that Bi”) = B,). Letting U, = (1 y), U’ = (y f), we have the transforma- 
tion formulae 
(Sa) By) = B,(-‘)U, = . . . = B,U,I (j = 0,. . . ,a,+1 - 1), 
(8b) B,,+I = Bp+l-‘)U* = B,,U:-‘hf* = B,,U,,+,. 
The impact of (8) is that, for each n E Z, these transformations end up with 
a factorization of U,+ 1 into the unimodular product U,+ 1 = U(a,+ 1) = 
0 1 
( > 
= U*(a,+‘-‘) U*. So the insertion of the intermediate bases BL’) between 
con%cutive members B,, B, + 1 of the old chain results in an embedding on the 
side of the transformations. Diagram (8~) shows the action of these transfor- 
mations. 
rJ(all) %?,I) 
(8c) 
“’ -I / \ P+.*!. 
U’ . - & 
& Bi’) A ., . A &+1-I) z B,,, “* -... 
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We remark that for some (or even all) n the U,-string may be empty. This occurs 
iff a,+1 = 1 (that is, & = &“‘+I-‘I and U(a,, 1) = U(1) = U*), the vertices 
then being the only lattice points on the respective segment. Next, we have to 
expose the embedding of the normalized intermediate bases. For simplicity, 
let n = 0. First assume that al > 2, that is, (0 <) x0 < {. Starting with 
BO = B(O) = A0 = A!), we then have 0 
where DC’ = Diag (1 - x0, l), and At) = 
sociated with BF), having entries 
is the normalized basis as- 
(9b) 
1 
x01 =r= [al - ],a2,a3,. . . > ] y01 =yo+l=l+[ao,a- ,,... 1. -- 
.x0 
1 
From (9b) we infer the form of the mapping involved. Letting E denote the shift 
<=Ex=(l/x)-1, with inverse x = E-l< = I/(< + I), we have 
(9~) (XO~,.JJOI) = (l/Exe, l/E+o) = Y*(xo,Yo). 
By forward iteration of > 2), we obtain a se- 
0:’ = Diag (1 -jxo, l), 
(lob) = (k -i+y0)= ([ai -j,a2,a3,. . .I, j+ [ao,a-~, . .I) 
(j= l,... , al - 1). We call the intermediate bases At) (j = 1,. . . , al - 1) con- 
structed so far improperly reduced. They are certainly not diagonally dominant, 
aSyOj > 1. 
The final step (corresponding to the application of U’, cf. @b,c), and effect- 
ing the return to the properly reduced left neighbor A 1) needs a different trans- 
formation. viz. 
(10~) (x,,y,) = (Ex,E-‘y) = Y*(x,y) (1 >) x > ;. 
Note that, if x = [l,a2, us,. . .I, y = k + [l,m, . .] (k E (0, 1,2,. . .}), then 
(1Od) Y*(X,y) = ([a2,a3,...],[k+ l&H,...]). 
Putting together the two maps Y, : (0,;) x (0, m) ---f (0,l) x (1, cc) and 
Y* : (1, 1) x (0,oo) + (0,l) x (0, I), we obtain an invertible map Y acting on 
the irrational points of the strip (0,l) x (0, rx~). This is the desired shift on the 
extended chain of normalized reduced bases. Letting R denote the mapping 
Rx = 1 /x, we have the concise representations 
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(E, 77) = Y(XtY) = 
Y*(x,y) = (Ex, E-‘y) if$<x<l(#=l), 
(lib) Y*(x,_v) = (REx, RE-‘y) if 0 < x < i (@ L 2). 
(X,Y) = y-‘cr, rl) = 1 (y*)-‘K, 77) = WI, @I Y*?(S, ‘1) = (E-k ERrl) 
by which we recognize Y as the two-dimensional extension of the Farey shift 
RE. Note the conjugacies Y;’ = Co Qo Y, o Qo C, (Y*))’ = Co Y* o C, 
where C(.~,L’) = (Y, 4, Q(~,.Y) = (Rx, RY). 
The dynamical process obtained by forward and backward iteration of Y is 
the announced extension of the process driven by W. We have seen that the 
images under Y, are necessarily outside the domain J2 of W, and that Y* 
makes the Y-orbit reenter this domain. Clearly, some of the Ye-strings may be 
empty, and this occurs precisely if the corresponding U,-strings are empty (cf. 
the remarks following (8~) concerning the circumstances of this possibility). If 
a particular Y,-string is empty, then Y = Y* = W : J2 --f J*, and the Y-orbit 
remains (for the time being) inside J2. The situation is visualized in the upper 
part of diagram (12) below (Here and later we write K and L for the set of 
irrational numbers in the interval (0, CQ) and (1, co), respectively). 
- w = yuo\ ,- w = Y4 ----\ / w = ya2 - 
-+JxJFJxK~ ... 
* * 
FJxKFJxJ+..- 
* 
(12) 0 
1 I 
0 0 
1 ! 
0 
-JxL--2,JxLs . Z 
“Id 
SJxLzJxL+... Z 
- zuo tip- l-- za2 - 
We are now ready to state our 
Theorem 3. The mapping Y given by (11) is identical, up to conjugation, with the 
Szekeres diophantine approximation mapping Z from the strip J x L onto itseg 
given by 
(134 
(1 -m- 1) 1 
- 
Z((‘,w) = 
<(w - :) + 1 
‘w-l > 
= Zl(<,w) if 1 < w < 2, 
(13b) ,w- 1 
W 
= Z*(<, w) ifwB2. 
We remark that a thorough investigation of the Szekeres map can be found in 
[12]. Our equations (13) correspond to [12], (2.9), p.152, with Z replaced by TP’. 
Furthermore, the linear map F given in [12], p.169, is conjugate to our version 
Y of the Farey map. 
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Proof of Theorem 3. We exhibit explicitly the conjugating map 0 which makes 
the diagram (12) commute 
(14a,b) (C,w) =0(&y) = , (+%_I’) =@-‘(<)W) = 
Note that 0 can be written as 
(C,w) = O(x,y) = (1 -&, k) = (1 -detA-‘, -l-l-, where 
(14c) 
One can verify by direct substitution the desired conjugacy 
i 
y*=0-‘oZ”o@ 
Y = 
Y, = 0-' 0 z, 0 0 I = 0-‘ozoo 
Theorem 3 is proved. q 
We remark that the Szekeres map Z = 0 o Y o 0-‘, in contrast to W, does not 
preserve a regular invariant measure on its whole domain J x L. But of course 
there is such a measure fi for the restriction Z = 0 o W o 0-l acting on the 
domain 6 = O(J*). It follows at once from (14b) that 6 is characterized by the 
inequalities 1 < w < i - 1 (or equivalently C < & < 1). By use of the transfor- 
mation given in (14b) and the substitution rule it is readily verified that 
dp* = (log 2)-’ ( 1 + xy)-*dxdy is converted into djYi = (w log 2)-‘d< dw. 
The representations (14) reveal some interesting connections with several 
familiar lattice functions in the Geometry of Numbers. Given any lattice L E C 
with a normalized basis A0 = 
( > 
1, 1” , let (&) and (~!,,),,~z be the associated 
(extended) chains of unnormalized and normalized bases corresponding to the 
Y-orbit (~,,~,y,) = Y”(x,y) and the conjugate Z-orbit (&,w,) = Zm(<,w) = 
0 Y”l0-’ (C, w) = 0 Y”‘(x, y) = 0(x,,,, y,,,). We consider the functions 
K(X,Y) = 1 -c=& 1-c 1 M(x, y) = ~ 1 - = xK(x, Y) 1 
W $+Y 
w, Y) = @ = $ = YKk Y) 
4 
mapping the domains of Z, resp. Y, to the unit interval. They give rise to the 
random variables 
We are also interested in the functions 
(16a,b,c) K(X,Y) = SUP G,, 
T?lEZ 
U(X,Y) = ,&fiw,,, r(x,v) = $f,-rnl 
(17a, b. c) K’(X) = lim sup Km, 
n? - 30 
v’(x) = lirmir&f v,, y’(x) = l~mi$f “inI 
and the spectra 
(18a,b,c) K: = {K(x,Y) : (TV) E J x Kl, M = {~x,Y)), G = {r(x,v)) 
(19a,b,c) Ic’ = {K’(X) : x E J}, M’ = {v’(x)}, 9’ = {Y’(X)} 
generated by them. It will be seen that M and M’ are the well-known Markov 
and Lagrange spectra, E and 0 are their Szekeres analogues defined in [ 121, and 
Ic, Ic’ arise in connection with Mordell’s inverse problem (see Sections 3 and 4). 
It follows from elementary convergence properties of the continued fraction 
that the quantities (17) do indeed not depend on y (letting m + -cc would 
make them independent of x). Moreover, it is clear from the definitions that the 
six functions (16) and (17) are independent of the starting point (x, y) chosen 
from a given Y-orbit (that is, they are actually functions on the orbit space of 
Y), so we may assume from now on that (x, y) E J2. 
Next, we prove that all these functions remain unchanged if, in any instance, 
inf, sup, lim inf and lim sup is taken over the subsequence of points (x,, y,) in- 
side J2, in other words, if PC,,,, u, and ‘ynl are replaced by the subsequences 
K,, = K o W”, u,,=Mo Wn, “in =ro W”. 
(Occasionally we will assume, without making explicit mention, that these se- 
quences are reindexed by n E Z). Furthermore, we claim that V, y (and also 
v’, 7’) are actually identical. We put this as 
Lemma. One has, for (x, y) E J2, 
~x>Y) = supKo W’(X,Y), 
(2% b) 
IIEZ 
Y(X, y) = fif, M 0 W”(x,y) = j:f,r 0 wn(x,y) = y(x,y); 
K’(X) = 1imsupKo Wn(x,y), 
(21a, b) “*., 
V’(X) = limi,“f M o W”(x,y) = littizf l?o W”(x,y) = y’(x), 
independently of y. 
Proof of the Lemma. For the first three steps of the proof we reactivate the 
double index notation as of (10) for the extended chain of normalized bases. 
(i) First, the function K turns out to attain its maximum on each segment 
at an endpoint. Indeed, it follows from (10a) that Ai’) UL = &)A?) = 
Diag (1 -jxno,l) (i,“;-y), hence t+,i = (detA?))-’ = (1 -jxno)(detA~o))-l 
< KnOonthesegmentj=O,...,a,+i - 1. 
(ii) Similarly, we find that M is constant outside J2. Indeed we have, for 
j=O ,..., a,+, -l,nEZ, 
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(22) 
M(xn,i,Ynj) = ( ’ G + jnj ’ )-‘= ((k-j) + (i+.Yrij))-I 
=( > ; +I?,, 
-I 
= MhYn). 
Thus, inside each segment the function A4 takes the same values as at the lower 
vertex, as desired. 
(iii) The behaviour of I is easily understood from its geometrical inter- 
pretation. We claim that I’(xnj, yni) is nothing but the coordinate product of the 
lattice point b;) normalized by the lattice determinant. Indeed, it follows from 
(3a), (3a’), (8a) and (10a) that 
(23) 
(Here D is some diagonal matrix which, in any instance, cancels out. It should 
be noted that the argument works also under backward iteration, involving ne- 
gative n). But it is geometrically evident that the coordinate product of at least 
one of the endpoints of a segment is minimal (in absolute value) on this segment. 
(iv) It remains to prove that v = y, V’ = y’. This follows at once from the 
equalities 
MO W”(X,Y) =M(&,Y?l) = ( > ; + y, 
= (an+, +.&+I +yJ’ 1; ) 1 -I &,l f- 
Yn+l 
(an+1 + [%+2,%+3,...] + [%~,4,.~.])-’ 
=ln I( 
= b n+~ /detB,,+$’ = r( x~+~,Y~+~) = r 0 w”+](x,Y) 
(cf. (22) and (23)). Besides, the above continued fraction representation of 
V, = M(x,, y,) shows that M and M’ are the Markov and Lagrange spectra 
(for various characterizations of both spectra we refer to [4]). The proof of the 
Lemma is complete. Cl 
By the way (see equations (20b), (21b)), we have reproved a result by Lagarias 
and Pollington [12] which we state as 
Corollary 3. The Markov and Lagrange spectra M and M’ coincide with their 
Szekeres analogues 6 and G’, respectively. 
3. A CONNECTION BETWEEN THE SZEKERES MAPPING AND 
MORDELL’S PROBLEM 
Our main aim here is to improve upon a metric result (see (25) below) by Sztisz 
and Gruber in the theory of the two-dimensional Mordell spectrum. We begin 
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with a geometrical interpretation of the functions ~~(x,y), ~(x,y) and ~‘(x,y) 
introduced in the previous section (see (15a), (16a), (17a)). Let vol(R,) be the 
volume of an extremal rectangle R,, n E with the properly re- 
duced basis B,, of a lattice L = BoZ2, BO = E J2. It is clear from 
the identities 
(24) 
1 1 
F&(x, y) = 1 - cn = - = - = 
$vol(R,) = vol (4 Rn) 
I + XnYn det A, I det&l det L 
that K,, is the density of the packing $ R + L. Mordell’s inverse problem (in an 
equivalent formulation) asks for the spectrum K made up of the values 
(+>Y)=> f4L) = sup,,, z n, (as given in (20a)) where L runs through C. No- 
tably, diagonally equivalent lattices have identical values n(L). The structure of 
the Mordell spectrum K is similar to that of the Markov spectrum M (For 
work concerning the lower Mordell spectrum see e.g. [14], [17], [16]) . As the 
quantities ten are packing densities, we have the trivial estimate PC(L) < 1. On 
the other hand, Sztisz [18] and Gruber [6]) proved independently 
6(L) = 1 holds for almost all lattices L E L. We restate this as 
Proposition. One has 
(25) tc(x,y) = supn,(x,y) = limsupn,(x,y) = 1 p - a.e. on J2. 
flEZ flEZ 
that 
Surprisingly, nothing is known about K’ (cf. (19a), (21a)) but it seems likely that 
this set is structured like its counterpart M’. 
The identity <,, = 1 - K,, (see (14~) and (24)) suggests to study the two- 
dimensional sequence of random variables (Q, w,). We apply the method of 
Section 2 to determine the limiting distribution (a.e.) of this sequence. 
Theorem 4. One has 
where 
lim 12 (1 : (W,YL4~,Y)) f [O,z] x [Lw]} =F(z,w) 
n+=J2n-t- I,=_ n 
p-a.e. on J2, 
j~mxd(w) E J2 : (M~,~)P&,Y)) E bl x [l,w)} = %w) 
I 
F*(Z, w) = &((l -z)log~+zlogf-log(1 +i)) 
F(Z,W) = 1 1 ij-->zz-- 
2- w+l 
> 0, 
F*;(z, w) = & zlogw 
1 
if O<zI- 
w+l 
5;. 
Proof of Theorem 4. We apply (5), withp = 2, to the sequence 
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(xy, p) = (Sn, w,) = 00 W” = (f 0 W”,go W”) 
where f(E, q) = 1 - K(J, 7) = b/(1 + @I), dEl 7) = l/C. 
Then F(z,w) = p*(f-‘[O,Z] ng-‘[l,w]) = P*{(x,Y) E J2 : XY I & (I 11, 
x > t}. Putting u = &, ‘u = h, we obtain 
P(z, w) = 
1 F*(z, w) = 
A straightforward calculation 
Theorem 4 is proved. 
now leads to the expressions given in (26). 
Letting w = co, we obtain the limiting distribution of K,, (=I - Q): 
Corollary 4. 
One has lim ~~{~:K~(x,~)~~--z}=H(~J p-a.e.onJ2 
n+x2n + 1 k=_n 
and /irnm p{(x,y) E J2 : K,(x,Y) 2 1 - z> = H(z) 
where H(z) = F*(z, CO) = +zlog$ (OSz,l). 
Obviously, this refines Proposition (25). 
4. APPENDIX 
We give a brief exposition of Mordell’s inverse problem to Minkowski’s linear 
form theorem and comment on some aspects relevant for the questions treated 
in this paper. Given a (non-degenerate) lattice L = AZd in Rd with basis A and 
determinant det L = 1 det(A)I > 0, let r;(L) denote the supremum of the values 
vol(P)/(2” det L) taken over all (closed) o-symmetric parallelepipeds P with 
faces parallel to the coordinates axes which are admissible for L which means 
that L I? int P = (0). An admissible parallelepiped is called extremaf in L if 
each of its 2d facets contains a lattice point in its relative interior. Clearly one 
has 
K(L) = sup{v(P) : P is extremal E L} 
where v = v(P) = v0l(P)/(2~ det L) = vol(i P)/ det L. Note that v can be inter- 
preted as the density of the packing i P + L. Mordell (see [7], p.254) posed the 
problem to determine the constants 
n, = inf{K(L) : L a lattice in R”). 
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No precise answer to this is known in dimensions d > 4. The best general esti- 
mates by now are lim inf,, S(n,)““2 > 0 ([9]) and lirn~up,_,(K~)“~ < 1 ([8]; 
for further references see [15]). As packing densities cannot exceed 1, we have 
the trivial estimate K.(L) 5 1. An old conjecture by Gruber claims that r;(L) = 1 
holds for almost all d-lattices. A topological version of this was proved in [8]. 
We now explain why a large set of lattices can be expected to have property 
(II). Let L,r be the class of d-lattices having no point in common with the 
coordinate planes (apart from 0). Given L E cd, consider any L-extremal 
parallelepiped P. Clearly P defines a unique diagonally dominant matrix 
B = (hik) = (61,. . . ,bd) with positive diagonal entries, where Si are the lat- 
tice points lying on the facets of P. In dimension d = 3 such a matrix is either 
singular or a basis of L, in dimensions d > 4 it need not be a basis (if regular), 
but it follows from standard arguments that the index 1 det BI/ det L of B is 
bounded by a constant c = c(d) depending only on the dimension d (see e.g. [7], 
p. 327). As in dimension 2, any regular ‘boundary’ matrix B can be re- 
normalized in a unique way by a regular diagonal transformation D = D(B) 
such that A = A(B) = (aik) = DB has diagonal elements a,& = 1. Given 
a lattice L E cd, let d(L) denote the set of ‘configurations’ a(B) = 
(Ql2,Q3, . . ,Uld;~21,~23,...~~2d;...;~dl,~d2:...,~d.d-l) E (-I,]) 
d(d ~ 1) when 
B runs through the regular Lextremal matrices. It can be proved that the to- 
tality of configurations arising in this way when L runs through L,, constitutes a 
Ct-OSS-POlytOpe dd(d_,) = P, X P2 X . . . x Pd contained in the d(d - l)-dimen- 
sional unit cube, where Pj are polytopes in (- 1, l)d- ’ . For dimensions d 2 6, it 
is not known whether there exists a regular configuration to every d-lattice. 
Anyway, it seems likely that, in analogy to the planar case, d(L) is dense in 
dd(d- 1) for ‘many’ lattices L E & (in a topological or perhaps in a metrical 
sense). We feel that this makes the conjecture stated in the introduction plau- 
sible. 
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